
 

: : : SEEG Promo for Racism Education/Economics Project  

This is an SEEG racism education/economics project from Juneteenth through Black History 

Month (BHM). To read essential information on the agenda that will educate America on true 

Black History, problems created by racism, showing sovereignty as the solution, and lead to racial 

healing. The agenda is set for people to learn about racism with clarity by reading and discussing 

info on the website from scholars and activists. This will lead to producing solutions for problems 

that have plagued our nation since slavery, and will nurture peaceful race relations.     

                      THE SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT & EDUCATION GROUP (SEEG) 

         FORMING SPECIAL AARS GROUPS & INDIVIDUALS TO RAISE 100M or 5B EACH 

    TO CONTRIBUTE TO THIS HUMANITARIAN PROJECT TO HELP BUILD SAFE CITIES 

 

Racism is the most dangerous problem in America and the world. The good part is America will 

use her selected places and people to dialogue on racism to pacify the people again, but the bad 

part is they will not produce solutions, and we will continue to see Blacks killed by corrupt police, 

and white supremacists! That triggers protests and riots!! We should take this opportunity to 

advance that dialogue from repetitive emotional outbursts, to discussing relevant articles, books, 

reports, and films on racism. Dialogue on racism, civil rights, and social justice is right on time, 

because unjust police killings incites anger; so, the people and the AAIU and SEEG should host, 

and monitor racism and police killings dialogue, including scholars, politicians, educators, cops, 

activists, authors, and spiritual leaders, to reduce and eventually stop both problems. This will 

enable us to discuss problems created by racism methodically, to produce mandated solutions, by 

appropriately dissecting reports and dialogue, from those with knowledge and experience.  

  

I am qualified and prepared to participate in; and host racism dialogue to solve problems, which 

were and are created by racism, and maintained by discrimination and laws. (We should not expect 

this from Michael Jordan, or other rich or prominent African-Americans, or new Black Groups, 

because they spend the majority of their time preparing to excel in their careers). Therefore, they 

are not prepared to discuss racism issues in a legal and social manner to facilitate change, as those 

of us who have been educated and trained for decades to solve problems. As fans we should release 

them of that duty, but ask them to monitor all racism dialogue, and to join us in producing and 

scheduling AAIU Racism Dialogue. Now let us make sure we greatly applaud and seriously thank 

athletes and others, who are standing for justice, kneeling against injustice, and having zero 

tolerance for noose incidents. Constant protesting will keep these issues on the peoples’ minds.  

  

We should take this opportunity to introduce possibilities for universal peace and prosperity for all 

people. We must keep faith in God, and hope alive for all races, classes, and future generations, 

especially during this possible reconciling hour of outrage, impositions, and uncertainty due to 

man made viruses. The SEEG has a business plan for rich people or groups with 100M or 5B cash, 

for collective economics, with no risk of losing your money, because the SEEG and all clients and 



 

groups will use their own advisors, attorneys, and bankers in the due diligence process, to confirm 

the money never leaves the account, but only works as a compensating balance to generate wealth 

for our business purpose. They will generate excessive wealth for great personal and/or group 

profit, and help us build safe cities, as a humanitarian effort to provide relief for victims of racism, 

displacement, and deculturalization. This is fitting for a race of people who have been damaged 

for more than 2000 years, but we can settle for recoup from the last 500 years! This is the AAIU 

recovery plan for Blacks to heal                 FROM CRIMES  

IN AFRICA, THE MIDDLE PASSAGE, SLAVERY, AND OVER THE LAST 500 YEARS!!!!!   

  

We read and discuss agenda items and current affairs to identify societal problems that 

require immediate attention. When people realize (partial info from the CD & DVD used 

for this purpose) is insightful, helpful, and from qualified scholars, activists, and educators, 

to give a thorough and complete understanding of racism, in order to initiate dialogue to 

produce solutions; that will plant the seeds for national interest to grow, inspiring the people 

to inquire about (the rest of the info on the CD & DVD), making them products in demand. 

The info is hard but true, and meant to inspire people to seek the truth so we can facilitate 

reconciliation. Our group received death threats so we will postpone this part of fund raising. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Proposing Collective Economics,                                                                                                                                     

Brotha Cliff Pruitt  

                  

  

We are using this strategy to make sure people learn about racism in a manner, to defeat 

that subtle, but most evil disease, and to fund both groups with that intent. Our funding 

plan evolved into asking wealthy groups and people to contribute, without risk of losing 

their funds. This enables us to raise reparations funds, and distribute reparations info for 

free, which is why we are using the new strategy. When people and the police learn 

Blacks have made great contributions to advance all civilizations and societies, they 

may develop an appreciation for African-Americans, and eventually stop harassing and 

killing innocent, unarmed, and good Black people. This causes severe emotional stress.   


